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地址 DUBAI GLASS INDUSTRY 
Marrakesh Street, 
Dubai

国家 阿拉伯联合酋长国，阿联酋

产品/机械
1) Architectural: - •Curtain Walls for high rise buildings - Structural Glazing •Fabrication of architectural, Glass and Aluminum Windows and Doors
•Fabrication of UPVC Windows and Doors for luxury villas, apartments and offices (tilt & turn, tilt & slide, sliding, single opening) •Security and Safety
Tempered Glass •Powder Coating for all kinds of aluminum profiles and products •Hermetically sealed Double Glazing for noise reduction 2) Coatings:
- •Powder Coating for All kinds of Aluminum and Steel Profiles and Products 3) Interiors and Glass Furnitures: - •Shop fronts with complete Toughened
glass panels •Automatic Sliding and Swing Doors for Hotel Entrances, Executive Office buildings, Shopping Malls etc •Glass Tops for
Conference/Dining Tables •Glass showcases and cabinets for interior designing •Mirror Installations for vanity counters, bathrooms, dressing rooms
and decoration •Bullet resistant and Anti Bandit glass for extra security •Sliding Partitions and dividers for extensions or additional rooms •Convex
Surveillance Mirrors for all round “Fish Eye” view 4) Art Glass, Edge Works: - •Sand Blasting Design and logos •Polishing & Beveling for Mirrors and
Table Tops •Etching Designs 5) Automotive Glass: - •All Kinds of car Windscreens •Urgent Glass Replacements for all kinds of Heavy Machinery
(Tractors-Cranes-etc) •Bus Windows and windscreens 6) Marine and vessels: - •Pothole Glass •Bridge Windscreens •Observation Panel •Glasses for
and high pressure Vessels •Water Proof Windows and Doors 7) Maintenance: - •Floor Springs and Door Closer installation for general and Heavy Duty
doors •Maintenance / Services of Aluminum and Glass Doors, Windows, and replacements of glass and windows 8) Supplies and Wholesale: -
•Largest stockist and Wholesaler for all kinds of Glass; 2mm to 19mm clear •All kinds of tinted and reflective glass •Glass Lifters •Glass Blocks in many
colors and patterns •Speedy (ITALY) Floor Spring

Company Profile of DUBAI GLASS INDUSTRY

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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